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Credit Analyst
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Company: DP World Australia

Location: Turkey

Category: other-general

We are looking for a  Credit Analyst  to join our team in  Istanbul, Türkiye . In this role, you

will play a crucial role in evaluating financial data, assessing credit risk, and contributing to

informed decision-making processes to support our company's growth and financial

stability. 

Your Responsibilities:

Familiarity in lending to Small & Medium Enterprises (SME) in Türkiye

Conducting credit due diligence on Trade Finance borrowers for management, financial,

industry and business risk and understanding and analysis of financial statements. Knowledge

of early warning and collections

Identifying credit and operational risks in trade finance documentation for a broad range of

trade related transactions, including receivables & payables financing, import/export financing,

invoice discounting/factoring, commodity trade financing, inventory financing, buy-sell

transactions and risk participation (funded & unfunded)

Pro-actively managing portfolio risk exposure, collections, remediation and recoveries and

identifying key risks, and drive alignment on risk mitigation actions.

Interacting with external service providers (risk consultants, recovery agents, insurance

companies, brokers,

Experience in analyzing financials presented under TFRS, BOBI FRS and Turkish TAX

Procedure LAW (VUK) methods and converting them into TFRS/IFRS compliant assessments
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Assisting the relevant transactions/cases to ensure credit risk support and innovative

solutions are provided in line with company policies and regulatory requirements and

reviewing of term sheet and vetting of loan related documentation with borrowers

Your Profile:

Bachelor’s or post-graduate degree from a reputable university

10+ years of credit risk experience in Financial Institutions; Banks or Non-Banking Financial

Companies (NBFC) in Türkiye

Knowledge of trade finance credit risk management and experience with cross border

transactions and corresponding risk implications

Excellent English & Turkish written and verbal communication skills

Strong analytical, problem solving and organization skills

Keen attention to detail, adaptability and pragmatism; ability to manage an active caseload

and prioritize effectively

Self-driven, results-oriented with a proven track record in credit & risk matters

Ability working under pressure, dealing with high volumes of work and being highly agile in

leading credit aspects of a fast-growing trade finance business

Compensation  

DP World offers exciting and challenging roles within a growing international organization.

We strive to hire and develop the right people, locally and globally, stimulating personal

growth and self-development within an informal atmosphere. We offer a market competitive

compensation package.

About DP World  

Trade is the lifeblood of the global economy, creating opportunities and improving the

quality of life for people around the world. DP World exists to make the world’s trade flow

better, changing what’s possible for the customers and communities we serve globally. 

With a dedicated, diverse and professional team of more than 103,000 employees spanning

75 countries on six continents, DP World is pushing trade further and faster towards a

seamless supply chain that’s fit for the future.



We’re rapidly transforming and integrating our businesses -- Ports and Terminals, Marine

Services, Logistics and Technology – and uniting our global infrastructure with local expertise

to create stronger, more efficient end-to-end supply chain solutions that can change the

way the world trades. The DP World family comprises of Syncreon, Imperial and P&O.

What's more, we're reshaping the future by investing in innovation. From intelligent

delivery systems to automated warehouse stacking, we’re at the cutting edge of disruptive

technology, pushing the sector towards better ways to trade, minimizing disruptions from

the factory floor to the customer’s door.

WE MAKE TRADE FLOW  

TO CHANGE WHAT'S POSSIBLE FOR EVERYONE

DP World is committed to the principles of Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO). We

strongly believe that employing a diverse workforce is central to our success and we make

recruiting decisions based on your experience and skills. We believe that employees are

happiest when they’re empowered to be their true, authentic selves. 
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